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This is a slightly lower proportion than previous periods - Jan-Mar 32%, Oct-Dec 09 27%, Jul-Sep 23%.
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33 people were booked into long-term accommodation.  This is lower than previous periods (Jan-Mar 73).

Outreach and BBS teams across London succeeded in reconnecting or booking into accommodation 471 people, 21% of the 2221 
people contacted during the quarter.

* These events are excluded from the total. Referral to hostel is a speculative referral to a hostel, confirmation of which leads 
to a booking in action being recorded. 
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Erratum - correction to report - issued 1st October 2010
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7) Booking into accommodation and reconnection events

Outreach accommodation (bookings and referrals) and reconnection events achieved in the quarter by type of accommodation
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28

213 people were booked into hostel accommodation.  This is slightly lower than recent periods (Jan-Mar 243, Oct-Dec 243).

Outreach and BBS teams across London achieved a confirmed reconnection with 89 people they contacted this quarter. This is 
4% of the people contacted by outreach or BBS teams this quarter.
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401 people had a total of 665 booking in events.  This indicates that individuals can be booked into accommodation (the same 
type or different) more than once in the quarter.

178 confirmed reconnection events were recorded by outreach and BBS teams for verified rough sleepers this quarter. In 
addition, teams recorded 10 such events for the wider street population (people not seen sleeping rough).
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Jul-Sep 09 base: 2313
Oct-Dec 09 base: 2291
Jan-Mar 10 base: 2118
Apr-Jun 10 base: 2221

Erratum - correction to report - issued 1st October 2010

People who have been contacted by outreach or building based (BBS) teams who have been booked into accommodation 
compared to those with no booking or reconnection event.

8) Booking into accommodation (rolling)
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